Exact solution for stochastic degradation and fragmentation processes in arbitrary chain and ring aggregates with multiple bonds.
This paper presents a statistical theory of stochastic evaporation and degradation processes in complex polymerlike ring and chain aggregates with multiple degrading bonds between the primary particles (monomers). The exact kinetic solution fully describing fragmentation processes is obtained for such aggregates with arbitrary number of primary particles (monomers) and bonds between them. The effects of additional interaction of multiple bonds with each other is shown to have a drastic impact on the predicted kinetic processes and time-dependent particle size distributions during aggregate degradation. Structural effects associated with different distributions of multiple bonds and bonding configurations in the aggregates are also investigated and shown to have a significant impact on typical fragmentation time and accumulation of fragmenting aggregates in intermediate modes. The developed theory and its results will be important for degradation of multistranded polymers, polymer networks, self-assembling structures, surface nanoclusters and nanotechnology, and formation and evolution of aerosol aggregates resulting from transport and industry emissions.